Let/(z) = zZm-o arfln be a power series with radius of convergence 1. If an = 0 ior all n = r (mod m), we say that/(z) has the gap r (mod m). Here r and m are fixed integers with m>0. Now suppose fiz) has g distinct gaps r%, • • • , r" (mod m). These gaps are called strongly distinct if for any divisor d of m, the number of incongruent rt (mod d) is ^ min (g, d). Thus for example the gaps 1, 2, 4, 6 (mod 8) are distinct but not strongly distinct.
Introduction.
Let/(z) = zZm-o arfln be a power series with radius of convergence 1. If an = 0 ior all n = r (mod m), we say that/(z) has the gap r (mod m). Here r and m are fixed integers with m>0. Now suppose fiz) has g distinct gaps r%, • • • , r" (mod m). These gaps are called strongly distinct if for any divisor d of m, the number of incongruent rt (mod d) is ^ min (g, d) . Thus for example the gaps 1, 2, 4, 6 (mod 8) are distinct but not strongly distinct.
Motzkin [l] has shown that if g^3, and if fiz) has g strongly distinct gaps (mod m), then /(z) has at least g + 1 singularities on \z\ =1. In [2] he showed that when g = 4 or g^6, the number s of singularities on \z\ =1 can be less than g + 1, but left unanswered the question of determining the minimum value of 5 for given g. In this paper it is shown that the answer to this problem is min (g + 1, 4) for every g^O. In §2 we prove that 5^min (g + 1, 4), and in §3 we construct examples with s = min (g + 1, 4).
2. Proof that 5^min (g+1, 4). Since Motzkin has already proved this for g^3, we can assume g^4; it must then be shown that 5^4.
One might at first think that this could be done by choosing a subset of 3 strongly independent gaps from the given set of g gaps, and then applying Motzkin's result. But this is not possible in general, as can be seen by considering the example where the gaps are the residue classes 0, 2, 8, 10, 11 and 14 (mod 15).
The proof for g==4 is, however, patterned after that of [l] for g = 3. The function /(z) has at least one singularity on |z| =1, say at a. Suppose the given gaps are ru r2, ■ • • , r" (mod m), and let e be a primitive mth root of unity. It suffices to show that at least 4 of the m functions /(e*z) (£ = 0, 1, • • • , m -l) are singular at z = a. We suppose that only three of them, say/(z),/(€°z), andfiebz) are singular
Presented to the Society, September 3, 1965 under the title Power series with periodic gaps; received by the editors August 11, 1965. at a, and obtain a contradiction as follows (the proof would be even easier if only one or two of the functions f(ekz) were singular at a; we omit these cases here). The fact that f(z) has the gaps n, • ■ ■ ,r" (mod m), is expressed by the identities
These linear equations cannot be solved for the functions f(z),f(eaz), f(ebz) in terms of the remaining functions f(ekz), for the latter are regular at a. Hence the gX3 matrix If it is the columns of M which can be divided into the two sets Mi, M2 as described above, then there must in particular be two proportional columns. If, the 1st and 2nd columns are proportional, then ecr,-rj)a= 1 ( s0 (y._r^a==C) (mod m) for all i, j. This leads to the contradiction r{ -ry = 0 (mod m/d), where d = (a, m). A similar contradiction arises by supposing proportionality of any two columns. It should be noted that in the above proof the full force of the hypothesis of strong distinctness was not used. It would suffice that for any divisor d>2 of m, there are at least three incongruent r,-(mod d), and in case 2\m, there are both odd and even r,-. From this expression it follows that the coefficients an in the expansion fiz) = zZn-o anZn are zero unless n = ap + bq (mod pq), where
Og.a^q -2, OSb-^p -2. Hence/(z) has (at least) p+q -l distinct gaps (mod pq), namely the residue classes iq -l)p+bq and ap + ip -l)q, where O^a^q-1, O^bfsp -1. We shall prove that these gaps are strongly distinct. For this purpose it suffices to show that they represent every residue class c (mod p) and every residue class d (mod q). The congruence iq -l)p+bq = c (mod p) is equivalent to bq = c (mod p), and this has a unique solution b (mod p), since ip, q) =1. Similarly we can solve ap + ip -l)q = d (mod q) for a. Next note that the residues ap + ip -l)q are all =-q (mod p), while the residues iq -l)p+bq are all =-p (mod q). Hence if we delete the gap pq -p-q, the remaining gaps are still strongly distinct. Deletion of such a gap can be accomplished without affecting the number of singularities on |s| = 1 by adding to/(z) an appropriate entire function (such as zpq~p~q exp zpq), or an appropriate rational function (such as zpq-p~q (2-zp9)_1).
Thus we have constructed functions with p+q -l or p+q -2 strongly distinct gaps and exactly 4 singularities on \z\ =1. If Goldbach's conjecture is true, every integer 2:3 is of the form p+q -l or p+q -2. Together with the example (1-z0+1)_1 for g = 0, 1, or 2, this would imply that the inequality 5^ min (g + 1, 4) is best possible. To see this without resort to Goldbach's conjecture, we take q = 2 in the above construction.
After deleting the residue class pq -p -q = p -2, as already explained, we are left with p+q -2=p gaps, namely the residue classes 2p -2 and p + 26 (mod 2p), where 0^6 p -2. These numbers represent every residue class (mod p) exactly once. Since the first of them is even and the others are all odd, we can delete as many of the gaps p + 26 as we please without destroying the property of strong distinctness.
Thus by adding entire (or rational) functions to f(z) as above, we can construct examples of functions with 5 = 4 and g any integer in the range 0^g^p + l. This clearly does what is required.
The above example can be modified so that the coefficients an in the expansion/(z) = ^T-o anzn are all real. For example, if q>2, replace the expression H*~i (zp -e») by (zp -1) Yll-l (zp -e»p), and if p>2, replace H*-i (z5-e"5) by (z5-l)IT?-2 (zq-e*). These polynomials have real coefficients, and the analysis of gaps and singularities is essentially the same as before.
